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A Direct Adaptive Control Approach in the Presence
of Model Mismatch
Suresh M. Josh?	 Gang Tao t 	Thuaii Khong#
This paper considers the problem of direct model reference adaptive control when the
plant-model matching conditions are violated due to abnormal changes in the plant or
incorrect knowledge of the plant's mathematical structure. The approach consists of direct
adaptation of state feedback gains for state tracking, and simultaneous estimation of the
plant-model mismatch. Because of the mismatch, the plant can no longer track the state
of the original reference model, but may be able to track a new reference model that
still provides satisfactory performance. The reference model is updated if the estimated
plant-model mismatch exceeds a bound that is determined via robust stability and/or
performance criteria. The resulting controller is a hybrid direct-indirect adaptive controller
that offers asymptotic state tracking in the presence of plant-model mismatch as well as
parameter deviations.
I. Introduction
Adaptive control methodologies provide mechanisms that adjust a controller for a system under para-
metric, structural, and environmental uncertainties to achieve both stability and tracking. Direct model
reference adaptive control (MRAC) has been known as an effective method for state or output tracking. In
particular, the `state feedback-for-state-tracking (SFST)' adaptive architecture has the advantages of rela-
tively simple implementation and effective state tracking in the presence of parameter uncertainties as well
as actuator failures [1, 2, 3]. However, to ensure stability and asymptotic state tracking, the SFST control
law requires rather stringent plant-model matching conditions to be satisfied. The reference model design
is usually based on the nominal model of the plant, and incorporates the desired closed-loop performance
characteristics. Thus the nominal plant satisfies the matching conditions. In reality, however, the actual
plant parameters differ from the nominal values, because of modeling errors, uncertainties, and parameter
variation. If these differences are such that the matching conditions are still satisfied, the SFST adaptive
control law can still ensure stability and state tracking. However, in many cases, the parameter changes
may alter the mathematical structure of the systems (e.g., due to icing or damage in aircraft), and it may
no longer be possible to meet the plant-model matching conditions. Since the proofs of stability (signal
boundedness) and asymptotic tracking assume matching conditions, they are no longer valid in the presence
of mismatch. Therefore plant-model mismatch has been recognized as an important problem and has been
considered in the literature [4], [5].
If the changes in the plant are moderately small, it may still be possible to follow a slightly perturbed
reference model that has good stability and performance characteristics. If the changes in the plant are
large, it would be necessary to redesign the reference model, so that it has satisfactory performance and the
matching conditions are once again met. In any case, it is important to estimate the plant-model mismatch
while simultaneously performing control gain adaptation and maintaining stability and tracking. With this
philosophy, this paper presents a direct adaptive control method for simultaneously estimating the plant-
model mismatch while accomplishing state tracking. The resulting approach is a hybrid direct/indirect
adaptive approach wherein the reference model is updated when the estimated mismatch exceeds a pre-
determined threshold. This approach is first developed for the case without failures and then extended
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to include actuator failures. The primary purpose of the paper is to focus on theoretical aspects and to
suggest a method for systematically updating the reference model while maintaining signal boundedness and
asymptotic tracking.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II develops an adaptive control scheme for the case when there
are no faults, but unmatchable structural changes occur in the system- and input- matrices of the plant.
Section III extends the adaptive scheme to the case when multiple actuator failures can occur in addition to
unmatchable uncertainties. Simulation results are presented in Section IV to demonstrate the methods, and
Sections V and VI include some discussion and concluding remarks.
II. Adaptive Control with Model Update- No Faults
We will focus on linear time-invariant systems (plant) described by:
	
:i (t) = (A + ba)x(t) + (Bo + bb)u(t), 	 (1)
where Ao, Sa E Rn " n , Bo, bb E Rn " 'n , x(t) E Rn , and u(t) E R'n . A Bo represent the nominal values
of the system parameters, and ba, bb represent unknown parameter deviations, which are assumed to be
constant.
The control objective is to design an adaptive state feedback control signal u(t) E Rrn to be applied to
all m of the actuators so that the plant's state vector tracks the state vector of a reference model given by:
Lna( t) = A,,x,,,( t) + B>n ,r(t),	 (2)
where x,,,, E Rn is the reference model state vector, A,,,, E Rn " n , B,,,, e Rn " 'n , and r(t) E R-- (1 < m,, < m)
is a bounded reference input, chosen for some desired system behavior. The objective is to design an adaptive
control law that will ensure closed-loop signal boundedness and asymptotic tracking despite uncertainties,
i.e., limt_,,c (x(t) — x,a (t)) = 0.
The nominal system (Ao, Bo) and the reference model are assumed to satisfy the SFST matching condi-
tions, i.e., there exist gains Kl E Rn " 'n , K2 E R-'-- such that
A,, = Ao + Bo K1 ; BnI = Bo K2	 (3)
The reference model is assumed to capture the desired closed-loop response of the plant. The reference model
may be designed, for example, using methods such as LQR, H2 , or H,, based on imperfect knowledge of
the plant. The gains K1 , K2 designed in this manner are used as initial estimates of the adaptive gains. For
the adaptive control scheme, only A,, and Bo need to be known.
In applications such as aircraft flight control, because of model errors, damage, or changes such as icing,
the actual plant, is (Ao + da, Bo + bb), and therefore,the matching conditions may not be satisfied for any
K1 , K2 . -VVhen the matching conditions are violated, stability (signal boundedness) and asymptotic tracking
are no longer guaranteed.
As a simple generic example, suppose
Ao =	 0	 1	 ; Bo =	 0	 ba = ba
ll 6x12
	 bb =	 Sbl	 (4)
—1 —2	 1	 ba21 6a22	 bbl
	A m — ( 0 15 1 ; Bm — ( 
2 
1	
(5)
The perturbations 6a21i 6a22i and 6b2 can be compensated perfectly (matched) by some state feedback gains
K1 , K2 . However, structural perturbations Jai I , Ja i 2, and db l cannot be matched by state feedback control
law. Thus we can take ba and 6b to be the "unmatched" uncertainties,
da = ( Sall 6a 12 1 . ab =	 dbl 1	 (6)
1\ 0	 0 J	 ( 0 J
Returning to the general problem, define the control law as:
u = Ki x + K2r	 (7)
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where K1 , K2 denote the (time-varying) estimates of Kl , K2.
The closed-loop plant is given by:
_ (Ao + Sa)x + (Bo + Sb) (Ki x + K2r)
= (Ao + Sa)x + Bo (Ki x + K2r) + Bo (Ki x + K2r) + Sb (Ki x +K2r)
= (AO + BoKi + Sa)x + Bo K2r + Bo(Ki x + K2 r) + Sb(Ki x + K2r)
(A,,, + Sa + SbKl )x + (B,+ 6bK2 )r + Bo (K1 T x + K2 r)	 (8)
where Ki = Ki — Ki; k2 = K2 — K2.
To accommodate plant-model mismatch and parameter deviation, modify the reference model as:
^,n = (A,,,, + Sa + bbKi )xn,, + (Bn,, + bbK2 )r	 (9)
where Sa, A denote (time-varying) estimates of Sa and Sb.
Denote 	 _	 _
-- TDA = ba + bbKi OB = bbK2	 (10)
so that
	
EA_;
	 _
AM = Am + 	 BM = B,,,, + OB	 (11)
which are time-varying matrices. The modified time-varying reference model is
xn, = Am x, + BM  (12)
This representation of the reference model indicates that the plant can no longer follow the original reference
model (2), but can possibly follow the perturbed reference model (12). Therefore, it will be necessary to
first ensure that the perturbed reference model has acceptable stability and performance characteristics.
Use of a time-varying reference model, which is a departure from conventional MRAC, was addressed in
[7], which employed a time-varying Lyapunov function weighting matrix (P(t)). In the present approach,
a time-invariant Lyapunov function weighting matrix is used along with a quadratic stability argument to
ensure stability of the time-varying reference model. This can be accomplished by calculating the permissible
limits on the estimated perturbations such that the stability and performance will remain satisfactory for all
(time-varying) perturbations_within these limits. Subsequently it will also be necessary to derive adaptive
laws (for updating Kl , K2 , Sa., bb) that guarantee that x(t) --+ x,,,,(t), and that all signals remain bounded.
A. Stability and Performance of Perturbed Reference Model
AM is a time-varying matrix which can be expressed as an affine function of a parameter vector p E R'P
that lies in a convex polytope S having vertices p i , j = 1.... n,,. For example, AM can be expressed as
nP
AM(P( t)) = A in +	 Pi (t)Am,	 (13)
i
where AM= are constant matrices and pi (t) E [pi ,pi], (pi is the ith component of p). In this case S is a
hyper-rectangular region with n„ = 2'p vertices. Let AM (pi ) denote the value of the reference model system
matrix at vertex p l . Suppose there exist positive definite matrices P = PT , Q = QT E Rn,n , such that
AM (Pj ) T P + PAM (Pi ) < —Q, i = I.... n„	 (14)
For a given Q, (14) represents a set of n„ linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) in the unknown variable P. In
view of (14), the Lyapunov inequality
AM (P(t))T P + PAM (P(t)) < —Q, i = 1, ... n„
is satisfied Vp(t) E S, and the autonomous part of the reference model (i.e., Eq. 12 with r = 0) is exponen-
tially stable Vp(t) E S with a guaranteed minimum decay rate e-ami,.(P- 1Q)t.
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Express p i and pi as
pi = 06i ; pi = Bbi ; i = 1.... np	 (15)
where Si , Si are known constants, and bi < 0 < bi. The problem is to obtain the maximal region S for which
(14) holds, i.e., find a positive definite symmetric matrix P that maximizes 9 subject to the set of LMIs in
(14).
The estimate of S obtained in this manner is usually conservative. If the parameter variations (p) are
rate-bounded, less conservative estimates can be obtained. The stability of the reference model depends only
on 6A, while bB affects the closed-loop gain; therefore, if bB is reasonably small, the performance of the
modified reference model would be acceptable.
Alternatively, instead of just quadratic stability, an 1-12 or H,,, performance requirement can be imposed on
the reference model dynamics, AM , BM . Such requirements can be formulated as linear matrix inequalities
at the vertices of a polytope in the parameter space and an estimate of the maximal region S can be
obtained, thus providing the permissible bounds on the elements of DA. The reference model is updated if
its parameters approach the polytope boundaries.
B. Adaptation Laws
Denote e = x — x,,,, , Eqs. (8) and (9) yield
e = Am  —Sax — Au + Bo (Ki x + K2 r)	 (16)
For simplicity of presentation, we shall first assume that ^A remains within the quadratic stability bounds.
Subsequently in Section IIC we shall present a parameter projection algorithm to ensure that this condition
is met. We have the following result.
Theorem 1 For the system given by (1), (9), the adaptive controller (7) with gain adaptation laws
K, = —F 1 xeT PBo
K2 = —F2Bo PerT
	 (17)
and parameter estimation laws
ba = FaPexT
bb = Fb PeuT 	 (18)
where F 1i F2 , Fa, Fb are symmetric positive definite matrices, guarantee that all closed-loop signals including
adaptive gains and parameter estimates are bounded and the tracking error e(t) = x(t) — x m (t) goes to zero
ast ­4oc.
Outline of Proof- Define
n _T _ m TTr_ 	 m _T	 m, T
V = e7 Pe +	 bai Fa l bai +Y bbi Fb l bbi + _ Kii F1 1K1i + E K2i F2 1K2i 	 (19)
1	 1	 1	 1
where the subscript i denotes the ith column of ba, bb, K1 , and K2 ; Fa e Rnxn Fb E Rnxn Fl c. 172 E
R` are positive definite and symmetric. Differentiating (19) with respect to t and using (16), (14) as well
as properties of matrix trace, the following is obtained after simplification:
V = eT P[AM —Sax — 6bu + Ba (Ki x + K2r)]
+2T r [baT Fa 1 ba] + 2Tr [bbT Fb 1 bb]
+2Tr[K1 T F1 1K1] + 2Tr[K2T F2 1K2 ]	 (20)
In writing the above equation, we have used the fact that Kl = Kl and the property:
m
Tr[X RXT ] _ E xT Rxi
1
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where X E R'n " n , R E Rn " n and xT denotes the ith row of X. We also have:
eT pT X
eT Pbbu
eT PBokiTx
e  PBo KZ r
Therefore,
xT baT Pe = T r [baT PexT ]
UT AT Pe = Tr [AT PeuT ]
TrgJ
T
 xeTPBo]
Tr[rT K2 Bo Pe] = Tr[K2 T Ba PerT
(21)
V < — eT Qe — 2Tr[baT, peXT  — ]pa 1 6a}] — 2Tr[AT {PeuT — r 16b}j
_	 T	 _
+2Tr[KT {xeT PBo +ri 1K 1 } + 2Tr[Kz {Bo Per.T +rz 1K2}]	 (22)
The update laws for Kl K2 , ba, and bb, in (17), ( 18) were chosen to make all terms except the first term in
the RHS of (22) equal to zero, and
V < —eT Qe	 (23)
That is, V (T) is bounded for all T, and e(t), x(t), K1 , K2, ba, bb are all bounded and e(t) E L 2 . From (16)
and closed-loop signal boundedness, we have e E L', therefore lim t— ,,, e(t) = 0. Because e(t) E L2 nL'
and x(t) E Lx , Klj , K2j , ba, bb E L 2 nL'. It can be verified that K1j , K2j , ba, bb E L', therefore
1imt_,,K1j (t) = 0; 1imt_,K2j (t) = 0, lim t_,,,ba(t) = 0; lim t—"bb(t) = 0. That is, all signals and
estimates are bounded, and lim t— ,,,, (x(t) — x7z (t)) = 0. n
Remarks
• It would be necessary to use projection methods (e.g., [2, 6]) to ensure that the parameter estimates
remain within the polytope. The reference model is updated when the parameter estimates approach
the polytope boundaries. The parameter projection is addressed in the next subsection.
• For the case where only some of the elements of A and B are unmatched, the parameter estimation
laws can be simplified. For the generic example in (4), the parameters updates laws can be written as
ball = ET raPexTSl
6a 12 = ETra PexTa2 	 (24)
where s i
 E Rn denotes a unit vector whose ith element is unity and all other elements are zero. In
fact, the update laws in Theorem 1 can be easily modified for individual ba i•j 's, with individual gains
rii .
• If sufficient persistent excitation is present, 6a, 6b should converge to zero.
C. Parameter Projection
The stability condition in (14) requires that the reference model system matrix AM (t) = A,,, + Sa + (UT
Am + AA be a stable matrix for all possible parameter estimates 8a, 6b and K1 . From subsection A, the
stability of AM is assured if DA remains within the bounds obtained from maximizing 0 in (15), denoted
^a ^ b
as (AAij , AAij ). The adaptive laws (17)—(18) generating these parameter estimates do not automatically
guarantee such a property, and they need to be re-designed with parameter projection.
To implement a parameter projection adaptive law, we need the knowledge of the ranges of the nominal
parameters to be estimated. In this case, we need to know the lower and upper bounds 60 . and 6
of the components baij of ba. = {baij } E Rn"', bb and bbbo f the components bbij of bb = {bbij I E
Rn"' and k1 ij and k  ij of the components kl ij of K1 = {kl ij } E Rn "', such that for any ba whose
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components baij E [ba, bab], any Sb whose components bbij E [bb ^, bbb], and any Kl whose components
kl ij E [k1 ij, kb ij ], the matrix AM = A,,,, + ba + (b 1 is stable. Such lower and upper bounds are to be
used in the construction of the parameter projection based adaptive laws. This implies that the parameter
uncertainties ba and bb should stay within the parameter bounds after the adapt ive laws are constructed
with such bounds, in order to ensure the stability of the adaptive laws. Since AA depends on ba, bb, and
K1 , it would be necessary to determine the bounds [6aq, bab], [W., bbb ], [ki ij, ki ij], such that DA remains
a ---- b
within the bounds [/AAij , AAij ]. Investigating appropriate methods for this mapping remains an area of
future research.
There are two expected desirable properties of parameter projection: one is to ensure baij E [ba j , Sab ],
bbij E [bb bbb ], and kl ij E [ki ij , kb ij ] for all t > 0 so that Am is stable, and the other is to maintain
the desired Lyapunov stability properties established for the case without parameter projection. For this
purpose, the adaptive laws (17)—(18) are modified as
Kl = —F i xer PBo + Fi
	
K2 
= —172B0 PerT 	 (25)
ba = raPexT + Fa
	
bb = rb PeuT + Fb
	 (26)
where Fi (t) = {flijj E Rn,-, &#) = {faij} E Rnxn and Fb (t) = {fbijj E Rn' are projection func-
tions with their ijth components being flij, faij and fbij , respectively, and the corresponding adapta-
tion gain matrices are chosen to be I 1 = diag{711, 712, ... , 7inj, IF. = diag{ryas, 7a2, ... , Tan j and I'b =
diag{7bi, 7b2, ... , 7bn j, with Iii > 0 , Tai > 0 and -ybi > 0, for i = 1, 2, ... , n, while 17 2 = r2 > 0 with
17 2 E R"'n which can be non-diagonal, as parameter projection is not needed for K2.
To specify the projection functions Fl (t), Fa (t) and Fb (t), we denote
Gl = —I' 1 xeT PBo
Ga = I'aPexT
Gb = I'b PeuT	(27)
with their i3.th components being giij, gaij and gb ij , respectively, that is, G, (t) = {glij j E Rn,m, Ga(t)
{gaijj E Rnxn and Gb (t) = { gbij } E Rnx, and similarly, Z = {baij }, bb = {bbij } and Kl = {klij}.
We then choose the initial parameter estimates to satisy
baij (0) E [60-, bab ], 6bij (0) E [bb^ , Sbb ], kl ij (0) E [ki ij, k i ij]	 (28)
and set the projection function components as
0	 if kl ij (t) E (k 1a i	 bj, kl ij) I or
if kl ij (t) = kl ij, 91 ij (t) > 0, or
	
flij(t ) =	 bif klij(t) = k lij, 91ij	
(29)
(t) < 0,
—91 ij (t) otherwise
0	 if baij (t) E (ba, bab ), or
if Saij
	 6
(t) = Saa,, gaij(t) > 0, or
	
fa ij (t ) _	 (30)if baij (t) = baij , gaij(t) < 0,
—9a ij (t) otherwise
0	 if Sbij (t) E (W.,bbb) or
	
23
fb ij ( t) =	 if bbij (t) = Sbt3 9b ij (t) > 0, or	 (31)if bbij (t) = bbb , 9bij(t) < 0,
—
9bij(t) otherwise
for the projection functions Fl (t), F,,(t) and Fb(t) in the adaptive laws (25)—(26).
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This choice of Fi (t) = f fl ij}, Fa (t) = ffaij} and Fb (t) = f fbij } ensures that Saij E [60 ,Sab],
Sbij E [Sba^, Sbb ], and k1 ij E [k1 i^, k1 ij ] for all t > 0 so that AM is stable. It is verified below that the choice
of F, (t), Fa (t) and Fb (t) (whose kth columns are denoted as f1 k, fak and fbk, respectively) also guarantees
that 	 _
Sakiralfak < 0, 
AkTr
b l fbk C 0 , K1 kTIF1 1f1k < 0,	 (32)
where Sak , Sbk and K1 k are the kth column of ba = Sa — Sa, A = bb — Sb and K1 = K1 — K1 , respectively.
To see this desired parameter projection property, we write
_	 a _
T 
Sak ra 1 fa k =	 d aik7'a i fa ik	 (33)
i=1
where Saik is the ith component of Sak . When faik = —ga ik, we have either Saik (t) = as and ga ik (t) < 0,ik
or Saik (t) = abk and ga ik (t) > 0, and for both cases, it follows that
6aik1'a i fa ik = --ya i (Saik — Saik )ga ik C 0
	
	 (34)
Tbecause Saik E [Salk 6abk ] is the specified parameter range for Saik . Hence, we have: Zk ra l fa k <0, and
similarly, SbkT rb 1 fb k <0 and K1 kT 17 1 1 f 1 k <—O.
With the parameter projection functions F, (t), Fa (t) and Fb (t), the adaptive laws (25)—(26) introduce the
T	 T	 T
terms E 1 Sai ra lfai,	 1 Sb i I b 1 fbi and Yi 1 K1 i 171 1 f1 i (which are all non-positive as just shown)
in the time-derivative V in (22) of the positive definite function V defined in (19), that is, we end up with
V < —eT Qe,	 (35)
so that the desired stability properties of the closed-loop sys tem remain unchanged by parameter proje ction
which ensures that Saij E [Sa, Sab ], Sb i^ E [Sb, Sbb], and k1 i,j E [kl i^, kb ij ], to make AM (t) = A.,,, + Sa +
Ak—1 stable as ensured by (14).
D. Reference Model Updates
The results in the previous subsections suggest an approach wherein the reference model is updated when
DA, OB exceed a predetermined threshold. This is expected to occur occasionally as discrete events.
Assuming that reference model updates occur finite number of times, the adaptive control scheme can be
implemented as follows
1. Design a reference model A,,,, B,,,, based on the initial approximate knowledge of A, Bo (denoted by
Ao, Bo), which satisfy the matching conditions (3)
2. Compute permissible limits on the elements of DA, AB using quadratic stability or performance
criteria
3. Apply adaptive control and model update laws (7), (17), (18)
4. If any elements of DA, AB approach the limits obtained in step (2) (e.g., within 80 per cent), replace
the system parameter estimates, Ao by Ao + Sa, and Bo by Bo + Sb (both constant) and redesign the
reference model
5. Set Sa = 0, Sb = 0 and go to Step 2
III. Simultaneous Model Mismatch and Actuator Failures
In addition to model mismatch due to reasons such as modeling errors, icing, and damage, the actuators
(e.g., control surfaces in aircraft flight control) may fail during the operation. The actuator failures are
modeled in this paper as
uj (t) = uj , t > tj , j E f j1, jz i ... , jp} C f 1, 2, ... , m}	 (36)
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where the failure pattern {jl , j2i 
... 
, jp}, the failure value uj (assumed to be constant), and the failure time
of occurrence tj are all unknown. For example, an aircraft control surface may be locked at some unknown
fixed value due to hydraulics failure. Let v(t) _ [vl , v2 i ... , v,,,, ] T E R'n be the applied (commanded) control
input vector. In the presence of actuator failures, the actual input vector u to the system can be described
as
U (t) = v(t) + a(it — v(t)) _ (I — a)v(t) + ait 	 (37)
where
T
a = dlag{a l , 92 , ... , a,,, I
ai = 1 if the ith actuator fails, i.e., ui = iti
ai = 0 otherwise	 (38)
That is, a is a diagonal matrix whose entries are piecewise step- or zero- functions of time. The components
of the applied input signal v(t) _ [vl (t), v2 (t), ... , v,,, (t)] T , which correspond to the failed actuators, cannot
affect the system dynamics. The actuator failures are uncertain in value, pattern and time of occurrence.
The objective of the adaptive controller is to synthesize the control signal v(t) so as to ensure the system
stability and asymptotic tracking regardless of whether (or which) actuators have failed, or the failure values.
That is, v(t) should be capable of compensating for the failures automatically.
Direct adaptive control with actuator failures was extensively studied (e.g., [1], [2], wherein different
adaptive schemes were developed, that included state feedback for state tracking (SFST), state feedback for
output tracking (SFOT) and output feedback for output tracking (OFOT). While all these adaptive schemes
require some assumptions in the form of plant-model matching conditions, the SFST scheme requires the
most stringent matching conditions. However, the SFST scheme has the advantage of simplicity, and is
well-suited in aircraft flight control applications because the state vector measurements are usually available.
Therefore it is important to investigate SFST adaptive control that can handle actuator failures in the
presence of model mismatch.
We consider the single reference-input case, (i.e., r is a scalar) with multiple redundant similar actuators.
In this case, the columns of the Bo matrix are parallel to the reference model input matrix b,,,, E Rn , i.e.,
the ith column of Bo is:
bi = b,,,,,Iai, i = 1, ... , m	 (39)
for some unknown ai whose sign is assumed to be known.
The adaptive control input is:
v = Ki x + k2r + k3	(40)
where Kl E R' n and v(t), k2i k3 E R'n . It is assumed that at least one actuator remains functional.
A. Model Mismatch in System Matrix Only
We shall first consider the case where the system's "B" matrix is known, i.e., A = 0, and model mismatch
occurs only in the "A" matrix. In this case, the closed-loop plant becomes
x = (Ao + 6a)x + Bo(I — a)v + Boau
(Ao+ba+Bo(I—a)Ki)r+Bo(I—a)Ki +Bo(I—a)K2r
+B0 (I — a)K2r + BO (I — a)k3 + Bo (I — a)k3 + Boau	 (41)
where K1 = Kl — K1 etc. There can be up to m-1 actuator failures. We assume that the following matching
conditions are satisfied for the nominal plant (Ao, Bo) for some Kl , k2 , and k3 , and for all actuator failure
patterns (a).
Ao + Bo(I — a)K1
 = A,,,,; Bo(I — a)K2 = b,,; Bo(I — a)k3 = Boazt	 (42)
Therefore (41) can be written as
—T
x=(A,n+ba)x+b,,r+Bo(I—a)(K1 x+k 2r+k3 )	 (43)
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To accommodate the plant-model mismatch, the following perturbed reference model is employed:
	
xm, _ (An, + Sa)x,a + bn,,r	 (44)
where Sa denotes the estimate of Sa. Thus the error equation is
e = AM e — Sax + 130 (l — Q) ( K1 T x + k2 r + k3 )	 (45)
where AM = A,,,, + Sa. The following theorem presents the adaptation and parameter estimation laws that
ensure that e(t) --^ 0 and all signals remain bounded. As in Section IIB, we shall first assume for simplicity
of presentation that Sa remains within the quadratic stability limits. This will be ensured by employing
parameter projection as in section IIC.
Theorem 2 For the system given by (41), (44), the control law (40) with gain adaptation laws
Klj = —sgn(aj)rljxeT Pb,n 	 (46)
k 2 = —sgn(aj )ry2j bm
per
	 (47)
k3j = —897a(aj )ry3j b nPe	 (48)
for j = 1, ... , m and parameter estimation law
Sa = r,,PexT 	 (49)
where r1j E Rnxn ra, E Rnxn are positive definite and symmetric, and 'y2j , y3j are positive scalars,
guarantee that all closed-loop signals including adaptive gains and parameter estimates are bounded and the
tracking error e(t) = x(t) — x,,,,(t) goes to zero as t 	 oo.
Outline of proof- Eq. (45) can be written as
1)2
e = AMe — Sax +
	
bj (Klux + k2j'' + k3j )
na
= AMe—Sax +b„, ^(l^aj )(K1,x+k2jr+k3j )	 (50)
j v ir
where 7P = jl , j2i ... , ip denotes the set of indices corresponding to the p < m — 1 failed actuators. Similar
to [2], define
V = eT Pe +	 a (K1^ r1j1 K1j + k2j ?- + k3j^3j1 ) +	 Sail rQ 1Sai	 (51)
j ^•7v	 '^	 i=1
Then
	
_	 ,n _ 	 _
V = 2eT P[AMe—Sax+b,,,, {^(K^x k2jr+k3j)laj1]
	
+2 E a (KljT r1j1 K1j + !2j -yA-2j + k3jry3jlk2j ) +	 Sail ra 1Saii^9P. 	ti=1
T	 T	 T— 1	
m K
lj T EeT bm KljT r-lKlj
—2e Qe — 2Tr[6a (Pex	 ra Sa)] + 2	 (	
a^	
+	
^aa
l 	)
j V.7p
+2 ( k2j eT b,r + k2j Y jl
l'2j)	 (52)
ajlj ^ ^7v	 aj
Setting the update equations as in the theorem statement, we get
	
V < —eT Qe	 (53)
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The remainder of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and the results in Ref [2]. n
Remark- To ensure that ba remains within the quadratic stability bounds, parameter projection similar to
Section IIC needs to be employed.
The adaptive scheme implementation and model updates are performed as outlined in Section IID.
The more general case with unmatchable uncertainties in both A and B is considered next.
B. Model Mismatch in Both System- and Input- Matrices
When model mismatch occurs in the input matrix (in addition to the system matrix), it is not possible
to completely mitigate the effect of stuck actuators. However, it is possible to estimate the plant-model
mismatch in the system- and input- matrices as well as the uncompensated bias term.
The system equation is:
_ (Ao + ba)x + (Bo + bb)u
(Ao + ba)x + (Bo + 6b) (I — a)v + (Bo + bb)QU	 (54)
where
u= K1 T x +k2r+k3 =Kl	 Tx + k2 r + k3+(K1 x + k2r + k3)	 (55)
Again we assume that the matching conditions (42) hold for the nominal plant (Ao, Bo) for up to m — 1
failures. Denoting
bbu = bb(I — a)
= 60	 (56)
(which are piecewise constant) and using the matching conditions (42), (54) can be written as:
Yr = (A ,,,, + ba + bb,k ) x + (bm + bbv,k2 )r + Bo (I — u) [Ki x + 1-,, + k 3] + ^ + bbu k3	(57)
This plant cannot match the reference model dynamics (2). To accommodate the plant-model mismatch and
the non-compensable bias input terms (the last two terms in Eq. 57), we modify the reference model as:
xT,, = Apex,,, + bMr + +bbuk3	 (58)
where
AM = A,,,, + ba + SbwKi
bm = b,a + bbu k2 	 (59)
and , bbu are estimates of ^, bbu . From (54) and (58), we have
e = Am, — Lx —bbu (Ki x +k2r + k3)
+B(I — a) [Ki x + k 2r + k3 ] + ^— bbu k3	 (60)
where = l — bbu = bbu — bbu.
The following theorem presents gain adaptation and parameter estimation laws that ensure that all
signals remain bounded and that e(t) ­40 as t ­4 oo. Note, however, that the modified reference model (58),
(59) has a bias term and may not represent the ideal closed-loop dynamics, even if Am, bM are satisfactory
based on quadratic stability and/or H2 1Hx performance criteria. This is due to non-compensable mismatch
resulting from input bias, which no control law can eliminate. 	 _
As in Section IIIA, we shall first assume for simplicity of presentation that SA remains within the
quadratic stability limits. This will be ensured by employing parameter projection as in section IIC.
Theorem 3 For the system given by (54), (58) 1 the control law (55) with gain adaptation laws
Kra = — sgn(aj )Flj xeT Pb,,,	 (61)
k2j = —sgn(aj )ry2j b nPer	 (62)
k3^ = —sgn(a^)ry3^b nPe	 (63)
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for j = 1, ... , m and parameter estimation laws
ba	 =	 I Q PexT (64)
bb,,, 	=	 I b PevT (65)
_	 —IgPe (66)
where Flj E Rnxn ra E Rnxn I'b E Rnxn rg E Rnxn are positive definite and symmetric, and 
-y2j, 1'3j
are positive scalars, guarantee that all closed-loop signals including adaptive gains and parameter estimates
are bounded and the tracking error e(t) = x(t) — x, n (t) goes to zero as t ­4 oc.
Outline of proof- Eq. (60) can be written as
nL
e = Am  — Sax — bb uv +
	 bj (klj x + 1'2j'' + 13j ) +
nz	 _
	
AM e — Sax — bbuv+bnz ^(1 /aj )Qx +k2jr +k3j )+t;	 (67)
3017P
where Jp = jl , j2i ... ip denotes the set of indices corresponding to the p < m — 1 failed actuators. Similar
to [2], define
V = eT Pe + E l a (KlT r 1jiKii _+_ k2j yaj1 + k3	 bl rj y3j1 ) +	 ai a ibai
	
i^jr i	 i=1
M T
+	 d buirb lbbui +T 1
_ 1
i=1
Then
_	 m
V = 2eT P[Ame — Lax — bb uv + b.,,,{ ^ (Klux + k2jr + k3j )/ai} + ]
i 0.7p
^L	 _
+2	 bai r . 6ai 2	 bbu rb lbbui + 2^Tr'£ 1
i=1	 i=1
—2eT Qe — 2Tr[baT (PexT
 — ra l ba)] — 2Tr[bbv (PeuT — rb ld bu )] + 2 (Pe + r 1 )
+2	
( K1^ T
xeT b,, + K13 T I` ^P 13 ) + 2	 ( k2jeT b,n? + k2j_1 ^3 23 )	 (69)
j7P
	
ai	 aA 
	
ai	 aA
Setting the update equations as in the theorem statement, we get
V < —eT Qe	 (70)
The remainder of the proo f is similar to that of Theorem 2. n
Remark- To ensure that bA remains within the quadratic stability bounds, parameter projection similar to
Section IIC needs to be employed.
As stated previously, although x(t) --4 x,, (t) as t -4 oc, the reference model state vector x,,,,, (t) may not
be satisfactory (even if AM , bM are acceptable) because of the non-compensable bias term (^ + 6bu k3 ) in
(58). If the bias term is small, the reference model may be acceptable.
The adaptive scheme implementation and model updates are performed in a manner similar to Section
IID.
(68)
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IV. Example
This section illustrates the algorithm introduced in the paper via an example. The nominal model (AO,
Bo) is	
r
Ao—[-01.5 1 Bo=l 0^.	 (71)
The unstable nominal model is stabilized by Kl = [-3, —3]', and the reference model is defined as the
closed-loop system:	
1r	 1A,,, = Ao + Bo Ki 
= [ 
—4.5 12 J . 
Bm = I 1 
J .
	 (72)
Suppose the actual system matrix is A O + Sa, where Sa — 
L
f 0 
0
.2 0 
0 
21, and the input matrix is Bo (that is,
A = 0). Since A = 0 we need to estimate only Sa, K1 , and K2 . Clearly the matrix AO + Sa + BoKi will
not have the same structure as A.,,,, for any K1 . The algorithm, introduced in previous sections, allows the
reference model system matrix A,,, + Sa + Sbk in Eq. (9) to accommodate the plant-model mismatch, and
the states of the system to track those of the reference mode l.
The first step is to compute the permissible limits on SA for quadratic stability of the time-varying
reference system. This can be accomp lished using an LMI formulation as descried in section IIA. The
maximum permissible variation 2A = Sa in Eq. (10) was obtained as ball and b12 C [-0.5465,0.5465).
The parameter projection described in Sec IIC was not implemented in this example, and the permissible
variation threshold was arbitrarily set at 80 percent of the maximum permissible limits, i.e., [-0.4372, 0.43721.
The corresponding Lyapunov matrix P in Eq. (14) (with Q = 0, i.e., stability was the only requirement) was
obtained as
P = 608.8390 167.71621
167.7162 132.6987 J
The gains I, 1 , F2 i Fa, and rb in Eqs. (17)and(18) were selected as 20, 20, [0.3 0; 0 0.1], and [1 0; 0 1],
respectively.
A reference input r(t) consisting of a noisy square wave superimposed on a step function was applied
(Figure 1). Figure 2 shows the tracking performance without adaptation. The tracking errors are on the
order of 0.1.
Input
r(t)
u	 0	 1U	 10	 2U	 10	 W	 W	 41)	 40	 OU
Time (s)
Figure 1. The time history of the reference input r(t)
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variables
0.
0.
-0.
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Figure 2. Tracking performance with no adaptation (Sa = [0.2 0.2; 0 0])
Next, the simulation was performed with the adaptive control law. Figure 3 shows the tracking perfor-
mance with adaptation. It can be seen that the tracking errors are much smaller (by an order of magnitude)
and remain < 10- 3 for t > 20. Figure 4 shows the parameter estimates ba ll and Sa12 . It can be seen that
Reference model, actual model with adaptive control
reference state 1
- - - reference state 2
actual state 1
actual state 2
0.01
e(t)	 c
-0.01
State
variables
(a) Plant and reference model states
tracking error1
-tracking emor2
Time (s)
.to-,1
I
e(t)	 0.5	 I
	
I	 I	 ^^^
(t>20)	 p	 1	 ^{i
	 Uri	 wr^. tJ% 1
1^
-0.5	 11 I	
IMP
	
q^l	 25	 30	 35	 40	 45	 50
Time (s)
(b) State tracking error
0.1 It
-air
S	 1f1	 75	 70	 7S	 70	 75	 d0	 d5	 S
Time (s)
Figure 3. Tracking performance with adaptation (Sa = [0.2 0.2; 0 0])
the estimates approach within 5 per cent of the true parameter values in less than 25 seconds. Since the
parameter estimates remained within the permissible limits, it was not necessary to update/redesign the
reference model. However, at t = 25 sec, it would be desirable to redesign the reference model based on the
updated nominal model, in order to obtain a better response.
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Estimation of 8 a
0.4
aa,
0.35	 i'
A
ry0.3
025
S a 
02
0.15 i
i
i0.1
i
0.05
0
-005
0	 5	 10	 15	 20	 25	 30	 35	 40	 45	 50
Time (s)
Figure 4. Estimates of Sa ll and 6a 12 for Sa = [0.2 0.2; 0 01
The mismatch matrix was next increased to: Sa = 0 02 041 . Figure 5 shows the parameter estimates,
which approach the true values, but at a slower rate (within 10 per cent in about 100 sec). The state
tracking error (not shown), however, approaches zero much faster., similar to the previous case. Again, the
estimates Sall and Sa.12 remained within the permissible bounds, hence reference model redesign update
was not necessary, although such an update would enhance the system performance.
Estimation of 8 a
0.4
0.35
0.3
l^
	
0.25	 r
r
6a 02
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-005
	
0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100	 120	 140	 160	 180	 200
Time (s)
Figure 5. Estimates of 6a11 and 6a 12 for Sa = [0.2 0.4; 0 01
The mismatch matrix was next increased further to Sa = 1 0  005
] 
. In this case, the parameter estimate
Sall exceeded the threshold which was set at ±0.4372 (80 per cent of maximum permissible values), at
approximately 5 sec and the reference model was redesigned using Ao(nelu) = Ao + Sa, with K1 , K2 reset
at new values that accomplish plant-model matching. The new permissible bounds on Sall , Sall were
calculated. These bounds were exceeded at approximately 12.5 sec, when the reference model was once
again redesigned. The reference input was a chirp signal, which was found to be more effective than the step
and square wave used previously, probably because of the larger magnitude of the mismatch. Figure 6 shows
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the system states and the reference model-states as well as the state tracking errors, with no adaptation,
and Figure 7 shows the results with adaptation. The state tracking performance with adaptive control is
very good.
Nonadaptive: reference model, actual model
State
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Nonadaptive: actual model - reference model
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(a) Plant and reference model states	 (b) State tracking error
Figure 6. T racking performance with no adaptation (Sa = [0.6 0.5; 0 0])
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Figure 7. Tacking performance with adaptation ((5a = [0.6 0.5; 0 0])
As seen in Figure 8, the parameter estimates appear to approach their true values (relative to the most
recent plant estimate) in about 50 sec.
V. Discussion
The focus of the paper has been on theoretical aspects of how the plant-model mismatch can be es-
timated (in the presence or absence of actuator failures) and how the reference model can be changed to
accommodate the mismatch while ensuring stability and asymptotic tracking. From the limited numerical
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Figure 8. Estimation of ball and ba12 for 6a _ [0.6 0.5; 0 0]
results obtained, the simultaneous mismatch estimation and gain adaptation can work well for moderate
magnitudes of mismatch. The state tracking error approaches zero fairly quickly, although the mismatch
estimates approach their steady state values at a slower rate. The mismatch estimates can exhibit a large
overshoot initially, which could trigger a redesign of the reference model (because of exceeding the permis-
sible bounds). The parameter estimates approach their true values; however, based on several simulation
runs, the type, the magnitude, and the frequency content of the persistent excitation signal are important
for accomplishing convergence of the mismatch estimates to their true values. If the persistent excitation
signal is not sufficiently rich, the mismatch estimates may approach some constants that are not their true
values. Design of appropriate persistent excitation signals, that enable rapid and accurate mismatch esti-
mation without causing unacceptable disturbance in the system, remains an area of future research. In all
cases, the state tracking performance was very good and the tracking error quickly approached zero. Further
simulation studies are continuing for more realistic systems in order to assess the method and to investigate
improvements.
It would be desirable to avoid large over/undershoots in the mismatch parameter estimates, possibly
by using techniques such as sigma modification. Also, the performance of the adaptive scheme depends
significantly on the choice of the adaptation weighting parameters; therefore it would be of interest to
investigate systematic methods for selecting these parameters.
One issue that needs to be addressed is parametrization of the plant-model mismatch. It is straightforward
to uniquely parametrize the mismatch when the nominal system is in a canonical form. However, for general
system structures, the mismatch ba, 6b would be fully populated matrices. Such a mismatch structure
would result in overparametrization. Therefore it would be desirable to investigate canonical structures of
plant-model mismatch.
The method used to ensure stability of the reference model was based on quadratic stability, which
is usually conservative. In particular, the number of (simultaneous) quadratic stability LMIs grows expo-
nentially with the number of mismatch parameters, which can result in overly conservative bounds on the
mismatch. In addition, the LMI solution and reference model redesign are performed in real time, which can
be computationally challenging.
Finally, it is desirable to investigate application of the method to realistic higher order examples with
several mismatch parameters, and in the presence of actuator failures as described in Section III.
VI. Concluding Remarks
Direct adaptive control for state tracking using state feedback has been known to be a promising technique
for control of uncertain systems. However, it requires rather stringent matching conditions on the plant and
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the reference model which may be violated due to modeling errors and plant changes such as dynamics changes
caused by damage and icing in aircraft. To address this issue, this paper presented a new adaptive control
approach for state tracking with simultaneous plant-model mismatch estimation that provides a method for
changing the reference model when the plant changes are large. In particular, when the estimated plant-
model mismatch exceeds pre-determined bounds, the reference model is redesigned so that the matching
conditions are re-established and the overall performance is satisfactory. The method was also extended
to the case with actuator failures. Results of application to an example problem indicate that accurate
mismatch estimation and satisfactory tracking performance can be obtained in the presence of plant-model
mismatch. Further investigation is in progress to evaluate and refine the method.
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